
AUTHORS PERCEPTION OF DEATH IN EVERYMAN

In Everyman, death is a spiritual occurrence, and the body, mind, and all physical manifestations of life are temporary. It
is the soul that is permanent, as is God.

However death being the cruel and unforgiving agent that it is gives everyone no second chance to account for
himself. In the biblical and Christian interpretation the death of a person is defined either as being good or bad
depending on the kind of life the person lived. When Good Deeds convinces her sister to accompany
Everyman, they go to meet Confession. Thus death is only a stepping stone or means of transition to a better
life hoped for. In the play Everyman, death is embodied as a representative of God that visits the plays central
character, Everyman. Thus man should pursue good over evil to attain eternal life. However good deeds
unfortunately cannot accompany him to death since all this years everyman has always rejected. No one yet
knows who wrote this play. From a Christian perspective those who die in sin will live in eternal pain and
suffering in a world of fire and brimstone. Perception of Death Everyman is a morality play. This
demonstrates that one has only one chance to live. On the other hand the opposite qualities as a bad death.
Introduction and thesis statement 2. Thus when looking at everyman I will take into mind the medieval man
unlike his modern day counterpart. Similarly no man can acquire eternal life without salvation and repentance.
In the play, Death is the reminder to Everyman that he has to pay for his good and bad actions that he has
committed throughout his life. Finally, Everyman gets into his grave and Good Deeds is the only one who
accompanies him to eternity. Theirs will be a life of singing and dancing sharing n the glory of God. He is told
it is not possible once he has lived on earth. The earthly is represented by material goods, everyman's cousin,
kindred and fellowship. This is so because such a person always plans to move a better place in the future. The
success of the play with modern audiences is a tribute to the universality of its thematic elements and to the
artistry of its dramatic structure. He is ready to enjoy his life on earth; however, the idea of Death is still
deeply rooted in his mind. It is said that Everyman is the English translation of similar Dutch morality play of
the same period called Elckerlijc. Death informs Everyman that the decision is inevitable. Death enables
Everyman to be instructive and illuminative Everyman also attempts to bring other everymen to his fold and
accompany him on his way to eternal life. Similarly I think of death in the same line because it takes away our
loved ones from us, it cannot be stopped, is inevitable and brings pain, grieve and sorrow in people's life's.
Death, who is another main character in the play, is sent to earth by God to judge Everyman. Everyman is so
occupied and busy with earthly pleasures that he ignores Gods call to him. Everyman realizes that death won't
go away and is so afraid. However everyman is adamant and thus when death catches up with everyman. God
is able to bring Everyman to repentance and salvation through the use of Death. Everyman soon realizes that
when he is seeking for a companion to go on a journey that he wants to go but there is no one available
Everyman is about native man, the man that existed during the good days gone by. Intro II. Death is treated as
all gloom since an individual is severed from the living. This shows that one has only one chance to live. No
everyman can escape this Day of Judgment.


